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stabilityfor
Twistedhomological
generallineargroups
By W. G. DWYER
1. Introduction

Suppose that R is a principalideal domainand that, for each n, p" is a
module over the general linear group GL, (R). The major purposeof this
paper is to show that for very general choicesof {p,} the homologygroups
Hk(GL,(R), pa) stabilize with respectto n, i.e., for each fixedk assume a
constantvalue as n becomes large. A secondarypurpose is to show that
this stability phenomenonhas interestingconsequencesfor Waldhausen's
"algebraic K-theoryof topological spaces" and ultimately for geometric
topology.
The main stability theorem(Theorem2.2) is explainedin detail at the
beginning of Section 2; it has an inductive statement too elaborate to
summarizehere. A sample application of 2.2 is the following. Let Ab be
the categoryof abelian groups,and let Ad, (R) be the abelian group of n x n
matricesover R, consideredas a GL,,(R)-moduleby conjugation. Note that
(R) on T(AdJ(R)).
if T: Ab -> Ab is a functor,there is a naturalactionof GLUM
1.1. PROPOSITION. If T: Ab -* Ab is a functor of finite degree(see ? 3
and [31) then the homologygroups Hk(GL, (R), T(Adn(R))) stabilize with
respectto n.
Remark. Any tensor power, symmetricpower, or exterior power
functoris of finitedegree.

To any space X, Waldhausen associates another space A(X) whose
homotopygroups are called the algebraic K-groups of X [10]. The space
A(X) is realizable as a Quillen plus-constructionin a way that can be
partiallyanalyzed using the case R = Z of 1.1. This leads to
1.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that X is simply connectedand that the
homotopygroups of X are finitelygenerated. Then the homotopygroups
of A(X) are finitelygenerated.
If the machineryof [4], [51 and [6] (cf. [11] and [12]) goes throughas
$ 00.65/1
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expected,Proposition1.2 will lead to the followingcorollary.
1.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose thatMl is a simplyconnectedclosedsmooth
n-manifoldand that Diff(M") is thespace of diffeomorphisms
of M with the
Diff(Ml)
WhitneyCO topology. Thenfor 1 < i < n thehomotopygroups wri
are finitelygenerated.
Remark. What "i < n" means depends upon what is knownabout the
stable range for the smooth pseudo-isotopyspace. In [4] "i <t n" means
"i < n/6 - 7".
Relationship to earlier work. This paper grew out of an attempt to
understandthe workof R. Charney[2] on stabilitypropertiesof the trivial
coefficient
homologygroups Hk(GLfl(A); Z), A a Dedekinddomain. The key
argumentsin Section2 are based on hers. For convenience,Section2 deals
only with principalideal domains, but it seems likely that some form of
Theorem2.2 can be provedfor Dedekinddomainsor even (see [7]) for more
general rings.
Notation and terminology.Throughoutthe paper R will stand for a
fixedprincipalideal domain and GLn = GL, (R) for the group of invertible
n x n matricesover R. If G is a group and A is a rightG-module,B a left
G-module,then A ?GB and Tor' (A, B) are sometimesused to denote the
correspondingtensorproductor Tor over the integralgroup ring of G. In
general, all unspecifiedmodules are left modules, so that H, (G,-)
Tor' (Z, -), where Z is a trivial rightmodule.
Organization of the paper. Section 2 contains a proof of the main
stability theorem,Section 3 gives the proof of 1.1, and the final section
makes the applicationof 1.1 to Waldhausen's theory.
2. Homological Stability
For any n let I GLn-> GL,+? denote the "upper" inclusion,i.e., the
map whichembedsGLn as the subgroupof GL,+?consistingof the matrices
{(rij) Irij = 3ij (Kroneckerdelta) if i = n + 1 or j = n + 1} .
A coefficient
system p is a sequence of GLn-modulesp. together with

GL,-maps F.: p, -> I*(pn+?). (Here I*(p,?1) is the GL,-module obtained by
restricting the GL"+?-module p,+? to GLn via I.) A map z: p -- a of coefficient
systemsis a collectionof GL,-mapsz-T:pa -* an,such that the diagrams
PAn-,
zrn
-t

I*P?+i
tI*zrn?+

I*ar+1
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commute. The kernel and cokernelof r are definedin the obvious way;
these are again coefficient
systems.
Any coefficient
systemp gives rise for each integer k to an inductive
systemof homologygroups
) Hk (GL"; Pa)

-

Hk(GL,+?;

p+?1)

'

The coefficient
system is said to be stable if for any given k this inductive
systemis eventuallyconstant.
The purposeof thissectionis to give a generalway of recognizingstable
coefficient
systems. The main theoremwill be stated after some definitions
and constructions.
Let J: GL, -+ GL,+1 denote the "lower" inclusion,i.e., the map which
embedsGL, as the subgroupof GLn+lconsistingof the matrices{(rij) Irij = air
if i= 1 or j= 1}. If p is any coefficientsystem, define the "shifted"
coefficient
system Zp by letting (Zp), equal J*(p.+1)and using the obvious
structuremaps. Let ZYp= p and, for any positive integer j, let Zip be
definedinductivelyby Zip = ?'-1p. The coefficient
systemp is said to be
stronglystableif Zip is stable for each j > 0.
which
For each n > 2 let sn denote the permutationmatrix in GLOW
interchangesthe last two standardbasis elementsof R" underthe standard
left action of GLOW
on the module Rn of column vectors. The coefficient
system p is said to be central if for each n the matrix S,+2acts trivially on
the image of the compositemap F?,+1Fq,:pa P,+2
Note that F|+?Fnis only
a map of GL,-modules;neverthelessits image is a subgroupof the GLn+2module Pn+2, and so it is meaningfulto ask that the matrixs,+2 leave this
image pointwisefixed.
For n > 2 let cl,e GLOW
be the cyclicpermutationmatrixwithcn(ei)= e+
= el, whereetis the ith standardbasis elementof R". It is clear
(i < n), chew
that foreach g e GLOW
thereis a matrixequality
I(g) = c1n+J(g)c.+?
so that if M is a GL,+?-module,the action IA(c?,+)of c?,+ on M gives a
GL,-map
P(cn+): I*(M)

J*(M)

This impliesthat if p is a coefficient
systemthere are compositeGL,-maps
Tzpn

F
I
*(P-)

I J*(pl)

2.1. LEMMA. If p is a central coefficient
systemthe above homomorphisms zT,:p,,- J*(p|+1) are the constituents of a coefficientsystem map
T:

Pap.
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This lemmawill be provedbelow. The main result of thissectionis the
followingone.
systemand that
2.2. THEOREM. Suppose that p is a centralcoefficient
-z: p Xp is themap of 2.1. Then if kernel(z) and cokernel(z) are strongly
stable,so is p.
system,thenz is an isomorphism;
Example. If p is a constantcoefficient
in this case the theoremspecializes to part ofCharney'stheorem[2]. There
are manyotherexamples in Section 3.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. It is necessary to check that for each n the
diagram
pn
1t(c.+1)F. |

-

F.

pn++1
|,(C.+2)Fn+l

FnI+

commutes. Since F,+, is a GL?+1-map,pn+1 I*(p?+2), there is an equality
F.+1 ? (c.+?) = J(Ic+1)?F,+,. Commutativityfollowsfromthe matrixequation c,+2 =I(Cn+J? sf,+2and the fact that p is central.
The rest of this sectionis occupiedwith the proofof 2.2. The firststep
is to set up some homologicalmachinery. Suppose that h: G1 G2 is a map
of groups, Mi is a module over Gi (i = 1, 2), and F: M1 h*(M2) is a
G1-module
map. (From now on, unless there is a possibilityfor confusion,
we will leave out the h* and write F: M1 -->M2.) Suppose that S is a fixed

whichis consideredto be a G,-modulevia h. Let Ri -> S be
rightG2-module
a projective resolutionof S as a Gi-module(i = 1, 2). By standardhomoloR1-> R2,unique up to homotopy,that
gical algebra there is a G1-chain-map
coversthe identitymap S -> S. The mapping cone [8, p. 46] of the induced
M2 is a chain complex whose homologygroups are
map R1?) M -->R2
(?2
denoted Tor'G2,'1(S; M2,M1). These groups are functorialin G1,G2,M1,M2
and S; if S is the trivial moduleZ, they are also writtenHi(G2,G,; M2,M1).
The followingproperties of these "doubly relative" groups can be
derived in a straightforwardway. To simplifythe statements, let
Reli(M2,M1)temporarilydenoteTorG2'1 (S; M2,M1).
2.3. LEMMA. Thereis a long exact sequence
->Tor'l(,

Tori(S

AMD)

MT>
Mj

2.4. LEMMA. Suppose that

0

-

o Reli (M2,

M2)

j

> Torq 1A(S

MJ)

0

A:'
> Ml
-

0

MJ)
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is a map of short exact sequences,where theupper sequenceis a sequence
and thevertical maps
thelower is a sequenceof G2-modules,
of G1-modules,
are G1-maps. Then thereis a long exact sequence
Rel(M,, 14)

-*

Rel (M2', M1") -- Reli-1(M2",Ml')

Rel (M2, M1)

2.5. LEMMA. Suppose that G, G, G2 -- G are surjections withkernels
K1,K2 respectively,such that thediagram
h

G1

-eG2

G
commutes. Suppose in addition that the G2-modulestructureon S factors
througha G-modulestructure. Then thereis a first-quadranthomology
spectralsequence
M1)
G(S, Hq(K2,K1;M2,MJ) = Relp+q(M2,
2.6. COROLLARY. In thesituation of theprevious lemma, suppose that
Hq(K2,K1;M2,M1) = 0 for q < k. Then Reli(M2,M1) = 0 for i < k and there
is a natural isomorphism
EP~q =Tor

Relk(M2,MJ )- S

(&G

Hk(K2, Kl; M2t MJ)

If p is a coefficient
system,let Rel"(p) denotethe group Hi(GL.41,GLn;
p.); this is of course computed with respect to the upper inclusion
I: GL" -> GL,?1 and the coefficientsystem structure map p. -> I*(p"+?). By
p"+?,

Lemma2.3, p is stable if and onlyif forany i the groups Reli (p) vanish for
large n. We will now set up a spectralsequencethatconverges
all sufficiently
to these relative groups.
Pick some n > 3. For i ? n, let Pi denote the followingsubgroupof
GLn:
p

[GLi]
0

0
[GL-n

i]

and for i < n + 1 let Pi' be the correspondingsubgroupof GL,+?:
0

Pi, _ {[GLi]
V

[GLn

-i

+

11

Let Si be Charney's "h split Steinberg module (written[Ri] in the
notationof [2]) consideredas a rightGLi-module;note that S, is the trivial
Z. ConsiderSi to be a moduleover Pi and Pi' via the projections
GL1-module
lbrihPifs
(i?
L
GLis,
Recall brieflyfrom[21 how the modules Si (i > 2) are defined. Let R'
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denotethe i-folddirectsum of R with itself,consideredas a leftR-module.
A splitting a of Ri is an orderedpair (P, Q) of submodulesof Rt such that
P#O. Q O. PnQ=0O and P + Q = Ri. If ar = (P1,Q1)and a2 = (P2,Q2)
are two such splittings,write a1 < a2 if P1C P2, Q1, Q2 and a,1:7 a2. The
split building of Ri, writtenSB[Ri], is the (i - 2)-dimensionalsimplicial
complexwhosek simplices,fork < i - 2, are given by ordered(k + 1)-tuples
(at, at,

*..

of splittings of Ri such that ao < a, < *

, ak)

.

<

The group

ak.

GLi acts naturallyon SB [Ri] and thus,foreach k ? 0, on the reducedintegral
homologygroup Hk SB [Ri]. For k # i - 2, this homologygroup vanishes;
fork = - 2, it is denotedSi and called the ith split Steinbergmoduleof R.
If a = (P. Q) is a splittingof Ri, let rk(a) denote the rank of P as an
R-module. For each 1 ? 1 there is a subcomplexof SB [Ri] spannedby the
simplices (aO, *.**, ak) such that rk(ak)< 1. It is the homology spectral
sequence of this finitefiltrationof SB[Rt] that degenerates into the long
exact sequence appearingin the proofof the followinglemma.
2.7. LEMMA. There is a firstquadrant spectral sequence
Ej1j = Tor 'P+lPi+l) (Si+,; p+lg Pn.)==-Reli

j (p) .

Remarks. The differentialdr in the spectral sequence has bi-degree
(-r, r - 1). The relativegroups in the El-term are computedwith respect
to the upper inclusionI: Pi,1 -> Pi'+1;forlarge i, the formulaforE' is to be
interpretedas Eilj = 0 (i > n), Enj = TorgL+?1(Sn?+, P?p+). The edge homomorphism
Rel* (p) = H*(GL,+1, GLn;Pn+l, Pn)
H*(P', P1; p. +1, pn) = Eolis inducedby the natural inclusionof pairs (Pi', P1)-- (GL,+1,GLn).
Proof of 2.7. Let A, A' be the integral group rings of GL,, GL,+1,
respectively. Accordingto [2] the upper inclusionI: GL,- GL,+1inducesa
map of exact sequences
A <

O(

Z<

SI&pl

O0<

Z<

S, (&p1 A' <

1. 1.

.

S2p2A

1.

S,

<

S2 Ogp,A' <

S.

1

(&3p,

<

0

A' <

Here the upper sequence is an exact sequence of right GLn-modules,the
lower is an exact sequence of right GL?,+-modules,and the vertical maps
are GL,-maps. In fact, the vertical map
Si (?p, A

.-

Si

(?i

A'

is constructedin the obvious way using the inclusionPi = GLj x GLi>
GLi x GL,_,+l= Pi' whichis the productof the identitymap GLi -> GLi and
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>
the upper inclusion GL_-iGL--i+>

Let X = {Xi} be the chain complex
S1 (p

A

-S2 ,P2

.* <

A

-

SI

P

A

of right GLI-modules,and let X' be the correspondingchain complex of
rightGLn+1-modules.
Choosea doublecomplexY= { Yi} ofrightGLn-modules
whichis a projectiveresolutionof X in the sense of [1, p. 363]; in particular,
then,for0 < i < n - 1 the single complex Yi* is a projectiveresolutionof
Xi = Si+?, p+ A. Let Y' = IYf',} be a correspondingresolutionof X' over
GLn+1. Standard methodsgive an essentially unique GLn-mapY -> Y' of
double complexes which covers the given map X

->

X'.

For each i > 0 let Ci,, be the mapping cone [8, p. 46] of the induced
chain complexmap
yi,*

?GLn P

Yi,*
?9GLn>lP

n+1

The modulesCi j forma double complexC. Since X and X' are resolutions
of the trivial moduleZ over GLn and GL,?1respectively,it followsthat the
homologyof the total complexof C is Rel*(p). FilteringC accordingof its
firstsubscriptgives the spectralsequence of 2.7; the El-term can be identifiedby Shapiro's lemma.
2.8. LEMMA. Let p be a coefficient
systemthat satisfies the hypotheses
of 2.2. Then for any i > 0, and m > 0 and all sufficiently
large n, the
Z-l
...
compositemap
?a Z--2 ?a * * ?
Z? induces isomorphisms Reln(p)
Reln (Zm p).

Proof. Let a, and 63 be the kerneland cokernelrespectivelyof the map
z: p --> p, and let 62 be the image of T. By 2.4, the coefficient
system short
exact sequences
o

o

E-u,
-

)

2 'ip6
Zmg2

--

, EM+lp

0,

Z'U2
Zc

--

+

0

give rise to longexact sequenceswhenRel* is applied. Giventhesesequences
and the fact that a1 and 63 are stronglystable, the lemmacan be provedby
inductionon m; i.e., by showing that for sufficiently
large n there are
Rel
isomorphismsReln(IMq2)
(?'+1p).
Proof of 2.2. Suppose by inductionon k that for any i < k the groups
Reln(p) are known to vanish forall sufficiently
large n. (This is trivial for
k 0.) We will showthat Rel"(p) vanishesforall sufficiently
large n, which,
by 2.8, is enoughto prove that p is stronglystable.
Using 2.8 and the inductionhypothesis,pick an integer N such that
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<km k
Pickn>Nandlet
+ 1,n?N-k-1.
Rel~(Zp) = forall j
Pr', Pi be the subgroupsof GL?+1,GLn,respectively,that appear in Lemma
2.7. The upper inclusionI: GL, GL?+, inducesa commutativediagram
-

1-

,
GL-n

Pi

) Pi'
-1

1 1 ) GLn-i+i1

) GLj-

1

) GLGl'i

)1

of shortexact sequences, in which the kernel map GL, -> GL.-i+1 is also
the upperinclusion. The restrictionof p. to the above copyof GL__in GL, is
(?ip)ns,and the correspondingrestrictionof pn+,to theabove copyof GL-i+,
in GL,,1 is (lip)n.-j, It followsfromthe choiceof n that the relativegroup
Hj(GL,-i+l,

GL,-i;

(Zip)n-i)

(y?ip)n-i+1y

Rel>'

(Wip)

vanishes if j < k and i ? k + 1, so, if E26fj
is the spectral sequenceof 2.7,
Lemma 2.6 impliesthat Eilj = 0 if j < k and i < k. This gives a surjection
H,,(GL,;Relk (-1(P)) = ED, k >>Rel'n(p)
Using 2.8 to increase N, if necessary,so that forn > N the map z-induces
an isomorphismRel"'(p)
Rel?'-'(1p),we concludethat for n > N there is
a compositeepimorphism
Rel nk

(P)

Ek

Relk --(?p)

Rel?(p)

Unravellingthe above constructionsshows that this epimorphismis induced
by the commutativediagrams

GL~n1

)

)

GLn

pn-1
Jl(Cn)Fn-l

GL~n
{

GLn+i

Fn-1

> Pn

|O

lpc+

J1

)Fn

aJ

Pn

Fn

Pn+1

Call this epimorphismg.
Considerthe map of long exact sequences

pn)
Hk(GLny
s

111
IT

{

T

al>Relk"-'

(p)

2

lg
\bi

Hk-,(GLn-lypn-,)->
112

b2
)I
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where1 is inducedby the pair (J, p(c.+?)F.) and 12by the pair (J, p(c.)F._l).
Thereis anotherobviousmap betweenthe same pair of long exact sequences

Hk(GLns
py~
111
Hk(GLn+ll pn+,)

a

Relk(P)
a2!
Rel'n(p)

b

H,

-H,~

Hl(GLn.-,,
p-1)
1
(GL., pn)

whereP1is inducedby (I, FJ) and 1 by (I,
The map g' is identically
F.-,).
zero,because it factorsthroughthe trivialgroupHk(GLn,,
GLn;p", pu). Since
C' and cn+?conjugate the appropriateupper inclusionsto the corresponding
lowerinclusions,it followsfromstandardhomologicalalgebra that the maps
11,12are identicalwith 1, lf respectively. Consequently,b2g= 12a2= 1a2
b2g'= 0; since g is surjective,this impliesthat b2is zero and thus that b1is
surjective. Choosing n ? N + 1, we can assume that a, is surjective.
However,gal = bl1l= b1l = g'a1 = 0; since a, is surjective,this impliesthat
g is zero, and hence,since g is surjective,that Rel' (p) is zero. This finishes
the inductivestep and completesthe proof.
-

3. Examples of strongly stable coefficient systems
Let A and B be abelian categories, and let T: A -> B be a functor. Under
the assumptionthat T(O) = 0, Eilenbergand MacLane definethe cross-effects
Tk (k > 1) of T; these are functors
Tk: A-k

B

which measure the deviation of T fromadditivity[3, ? 9]. Then inductive
constructionof the Tk given by [3, Lemma 9.9] is meaningfulfor arbitrary
functorsif T1(X) is taken to be the kernelof the natural split epimorphism
T(X) -->T(O); withthisconventionthe fundamentalequationscharacterizing
cross effects[3, Theorem9.1] remain valid after the addition of an extra
term T(O) to the righthand side. For instance,given X, Ye A,
T(XED Y) = T(O) E3T1(X) E3T1(Y) e T2(X, Y)

d

The functorT is said to be of degreezero if T1 = 0, i.e., if T is constant;
in general T is said to be of degreek > 0 if Tk : 0 but Tk+l- 0. The functor
T has finitedegreeif it is of degree k forsome k > 0.
Let X be the natural coefficient
systemwhichassigns to each group GL,
its standard module Rn the elements of X. are the column vectors of length
n on whichGLnacts by matrixmultiplicationfromthe left. Let 'X be the
correspondingcontragredientcoefficient
system,so that the elementsof X,
are column vectors of length n on which GLn acts by inverse-transpose
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matrix multiplicationfrom the left. Let R-Mod be the category of
R-modulesand Ab the categoryof abelian groups. If T: (R-Mod)2-> Ab is a
systemT(X, _x)definedby setting
functor,thereis a natural coefficient
T(x, -X)

=

T(\n,

ZXn)

with the obvious diagonal GLn-action.
3.1. LEMMA. If T: (R-Mod)2-->Ab is a functorof finitedegreethenthe
systemT(\, X) is stronglystable.
coefficient
Proof. The proof is by inductionon the degree of T. If T has degree
system and the lemma follows
zero, then T(X, X) is a constantcoefficient
directlyfrom2.2 or fromCharney'stheorem.
Suppose that the lemma is knownto be true for all functorsof degree
<k (k > 1) and that T has degree k. Since X and _Xare central, T(\, x) is
also central. Let R denotethe trivial constantcoefficient
system. For each
of the coefficient
the map r of 2.1 is the inclusionof the first
systemsx, _x,
factorin a directsum decomposition
EX=- xE3R,
?X = X(D3R
It followsthat for T(X, xI),the map z is the inclusionof the firstfactorin
the correspondingdecomposition
ZT(\, X) = T(\, X) & T1(R,R) E3 T2(X,X, R, R) .
It followsfrom[3, Lemma 9.9] that the functorT2(-, -R R, R): (R-Mod)2
Ab has degree less than k, and so by induction the coefficientsystem
systemT1(R,R) is constant
T2(X,x1,R, R) is stronglystable. The coefficient
and thereforelikewisestronglystable. Strong stability of T(X, X) follows
from2.2.
3.2. LEMMA. Let A, B, C be abelian categories and let S:

A-->

B and

T: B -> C be functors. If S has degree k and T has degree 1, then the
compositeTS has degree<?k 1.
The proofof this is left to the reader.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. The tensorproductfunctorS: (R-Mod)2-> Ab
given by S(X, Y) = X OR Y has degree 2. Since Adn(R) is isomorphicas a
GLn-moduleto S(X, X), the propositionfollowsfrom3.1 and 3.2.
4. The Waldhausen space

The purposeof thissectionis to proveProposition1.2. Recall that A(X)
is an H-space, with componentgroup w0oA(X)isomorphicto Z. Since the
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identitycomponentof A(X) can be realized as a plus constructionBGL (X)+
(see [10, ?2], [13], and [14]), Proposition1.2 followsfrom
4.1. LEMMA.If X is as in 1.2, then the integral homologygroups of
BGL (X) are finitelygenerated.
Let GL(Z) = limGLn(Z) be the infinitegeneral linear group over Z, let
Ad (Z) = limAd, (Z) be the additive group of infinitematrices over Z, and
let w1k(QX)be the kthunreducedstable homotopygroup of the loop space QX.
of GL(Z) and Ad(Z) are taken withrespect
(The directlimitsin the definitions
to the relevant upper inclusionmaps (see ? 2).) Let GL (Z) act triviallyon
w1s(QX) and act on Ad (Z) by conjugation. For our purposes the important
propertiesof BGL (X) (which hold under the assumptionthat X is 1-connected)are
(i) 7r1(BGL
(x)) = GL (Z), and
BGL (x) is isomorphicas a GL (Z)-moduleto the tensor
(ii) fork > 1, wrk
product Ad (Z) ?s-

1(QX).

The proof of 4.1 consists in showing by inductionon k that the integral
homologygroupsof the Postnikovstages PkBGL(X) are finitelygenerated.
This dependson a general algebraic result.
Let OTRbe the smallestclass of GL (Z)-moduleswhichhas the following
properties:
(a) Ot containsAd (Z).
(b) OR contains all finitelygenerated abelian groups with trivial
GL (Z)-action.
(c) If OT contains the modulesA and B, then,forn > 2 and j > 0, OR
containsthe moduleHj(K(A, n), B).
4.2. LEMMA. If A e 6,
generated.

then the groups Hj(GL(Z); A) are finitely

This will be provedbelow.
Proof of 4.1. We will show by inductionon k that for any integerk and
moduleA e ORthe (twisted)homologygroups Hj(PkBGL (X); A) are finitely
generated.
The case k - 1 is Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the inductivehypothesisis
knownfor 1 < k wherek > 1. Pick A e OR. The Serre spectral sequence of
the fibration
K(WrkBGL(X), k)

> PkBGL (X)

-

Pk-lBGL (X)
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has the form
Ejq = Hp(Pkl BGL (X)); Hq(K(Ad (Z)

$) wrk_
(QX), k), A)

Hp+qPkBGL(X).
The GL (Z)-modulesHq(K(Ad (Z) ? wk1k,(QX),
k), A) all belong to OR, so it
follows by induction that all of the groups in this E2-termare finitely
generated. This completesthe proof.
4.3. LEMMA. If n ? 1 and j > 0, the functor T: Ab2 -> Ab given by

T(A, B) = Hj(K(A, n), B) has degree < (j/n) + 1.

This is easy to prove using the fact that the reduced homologyof a
k-foldsmash productof (n - 1)-connected spaces vanishes below dimension
nk (cf. [3, ?20]).
Proof of 4.2. Any coefficientsystem p gives rise to a GL (Z)-module
lim(p) by the formulalim(p) = limpI. Since homologycommuteswithdirect
limits, there is an isomorphismH*(GL (Z), lim(p))

limH*(GL, (Z), p4). It
followsfrom[9, Cor. 3] that the groupsHj(GLn(Z), p4)are finitely
generated
if pa is a GLn(Z)-modulewhich is finitelygenerated as an abelian group.
Consequently,the groups Hj(GL(Z), lim(p)) are finitelygenerated if p is
stable and each pa is finitelygeneratedas an abelian group.
Taken together,Lemmas 4.3 and 3.2 implythat each of the modulesA
in the class ORcan be expressedas T(Ad(Z)), where T: Ab -> Ab is a functor
of finitedegree which commuteswith directlimitsand preservesthe subcategoryof finitelygeneratedabelian groups. Let X and _X
be the coefficient
systems of Section 3 in the case R = Z, and let T be such a functor. Then
T(Ad(Z)) = limT(X(g X), the coefficient
system T(X\ _X)is stable by 1.1
is a finitelygenerated abelian
(see ? 3), and each GL"-moduleT(2,,(g?
group. The lemmafollowsat once.
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